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PROGRAMMING CONTROLLOGIX PROGRAMMABLE AUTOMATION CONTROLLERS strength

is its breadth and depth of coverage, taking the reader from an overview of the Programmable Logic

Controllers through ladder logic, structured text, sequential function chart, and function block

programming. Students learn more and more easily because of the practical coverage, numerous

examples and extensive exercises.
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It's a decent textbook -- not that crazy well written, but adequate, good for a newbie, no two ways

about it. I will however bring the starrage down to only three stars because of the price. How can

you justify spending a hundred+ on this book when you can go to the Rockwell website and

download a huge amount of documentation from there for absolutely nothing? Yes, those .pdfs are

not textbooks, they are more like reference manuals, but that said, they're put together pretty well --

you _can_ learn from them. Go to literature dot rockwellautomation dot com, click on

"Programmable Controllers" and then on "ControlLogix System", and you're home free -- I just

saved you a hundred bucks.Start from the publication titled "Logix5000 Controllers Common

Procedures" (1756-pm001_-en-e.pdf). This pub is a sort of Table of Contents listing all other

publications covering 1756 (ControlLogix) programming; books like, for example, "Add-On

Instructions" (1756-PM010) or "Programming: Relay Ladder" (1756-PM008). All are available for

free download from the literature page. It's thousands of pages of well-written documentation



(Allen-Bradley have always had very good manuals... in fact you used to get printed copies, back in

the day, shall we say). This book here is a compressed version of all these riches -- once again, it's

not bad by any means, and if it cost thirty bucks, I'd give it 4.5 stars and recommended the

purchase since it's a bit newbie-friendlier than the AB docs. But the book is very overpriced and I

don't recommend you spend this money on it: get free manuals instead, it's good info, decently

written, free, and it's twenty times more of it.Bottom line: get this only if you can get it for a third of

the price; better yet start with free docs on the Rockwell literature site -- I bet that'll be all you ever

need (the subject is no rocket science to begin with). Don't be a victim of the college-textbook

racket; charging $100+ for that book here is daytime robbery. Ef em, use the net.

I have worked with older AB plc platforms for years, but our plant installed new equipment using

Compact Logix brand. This new platform is quite different than anything previous. I had basically no

idea how to use the tag system, or to navigate around the program in general. After reading this

book for 30 minutes I was navagating like a pro, and starting to really understand the power of the

tag based system. Will this book make me a Plc5000 programming genuus? The answer is

probably not, but I allready feel like I can handle 90% of any issues that come up, and have been

sucessful adding tags, and I/O.The enclosed CD has a bunch of short examples, and I found it to be

very informative. This book is a definite must have for every industrial electrician!

The kindle version of the book needs to be reworked. The pages are hard to read, and the

navigation is very poor.The information in the book seems good if you could read it.

I got this book, I think it is a good book but the CD that came with it is empty, I cant find a DVD dive

that can open it. I dont even know who to call yet.

I used this book for an elective class. It was informative and easy to read.

A very good book and much better than some other PLC books I have had. It helped me understand

things better and not just the ladder logic but a broad area of things.

Good information but hard to read on a Kindle device.

Great book for understanding Controllogix.
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